EPISODE 304: “Pecking Order” (Part 2)

Panoba, Night 8
As the temptations have shaken the game, Tribal lines quickly become blurred.
Tijuana - so apparently Christa has already started approaching people on Andoa. Do you know about
this? I thought she was just being nice and friendly with them but the person who I was speaking with
said that she apparently tried to make a deal with someone. I'm not sure if I believe it and I've asked
for proof. I'm just going to choose to not believe it for now
Andrew - Who on Andoa first approached you with this? I'm trying to confirm some things I'm hearing.

Tijuana - brianna is the person she was talking with ...or who was talking to her. twice now someone
from andoa has made claims that christa may work with brianna (the second claim was today).
Andrew - Was the person who passed you this information Amanda?
Tijuana - btw, what are you trying to confirm? I'm going to have to go through my PM's to see who it
was that actually told me but if memory serves me right it was two different people.
Andrew - i think maybe Amanda is playing us, and she is Lill's partner. but I'm not sure.
Tijuana - if she is then she's not doing a good job of it. why would she tell lill that she'd vote for Todd
then?
Andrew - To not only keep the heat off herself, but to weaken Christa, who she considers her threat.
She has been trying to play me a bit today, nothing major. I just think we should be more open to
voting off somebody strong on the other side. If Todd has no support, why vote him off first? He is no
threat. I just think we need to stay open. At this point I'm not sure of anything.
Tijuana - and do you think lill is going to agree to that? like I told Christa before we can always get
amanda later. what power is she going to have if we're getting rid of someone from andoa?
Andrew - Yeah, you make a good point there. But at some point we will have to eliminate someone's
partner, right? I just hope they stay strong to the team, no matter who it is.
Tijuana - If I had a partner and they took the temptation that Todd did Id be so pissed. I'm assuming
though he got the okay from his partner but man, way to guarantee that one of you goes at the TC
after this.
Andrew - Well, at least it will answer our questions...hehehehe!
Tijuana - there was no need for christa to agree to let todd do that. with her vote cancelling thing we
didn't need any of those andoans to gain majority.
Lill reaches out towards Christa and reassures Christa of her loyalty.
Christa - I just want to point out that my campaigning for Todd to stay was NOT because he's my
partner. I honestly feel that he was the outsider of the Andoa tribe because of how late he showed
up, and I figured he'd be easier to sway.
Lill - well that does complicate things with you and me, since you last told me you were down with
voting Todd out... I would have preferred you be straight up with me. No bad feelings, however, ya
gotta do what you gotta do. Good move for Todd to take the temptation! So what's the plan now?
Christa - I was straight up with you. While I wanted to take out Amanda, if you ultimately decided on
Todd, I would've gone with you 100% because our tribe's unity is more important than that hidden
immunity idol to me. And just so you know, next tribal council, I WILL vote for Todd, just to prove
my loyalty to you. Idol be damned.
Lill - you can't vote for him this time, but if we need to eventually. The big question is how do you use
the vote cancel? That could be very useful... You also don't get a vote this time. hmmmm. Todd
would have been an idiot to not take that deal. Good for him.
Christa - Look, Lill...I feel bad about not telling me. And I can tell you're mad. So please, can you just
let out tha anger on me right now? I mean, you, me and Andrew have been together since day
1...and I feel like I've let you down, and that wasn't my intent.
Lill - I'm not angry at all. I just wanted to know where we stood.
Christa - Looks like Amanda is immune. So we'll take someone else out, then Todd (as promised), THEN
Amanda, when we get the chance.
As Lill sympathizes with Christa, Tijuana puts Christa on the defense, and Christa gets…
well… defensive.

Christa - Trust me, my interests were truly for Omurano. Todd is the outsider of Andoa, and I knew it
was smarter to try and pull him than the leader of their tribe.
Tijuana - but with your vote canceling there was no need to expose yourself and todd. we didn't need
any of these andoans and if need be we could have just targeted someone like chicken or brianna.
Christa - Look, you want the truth? I'm terrified of Amanda. All it took was for Dave to accuse her of
throwing a challenge, and he was gone. Even with the vote removal, which will still give us the
advantage, I was afraid. It sounds stupid, but that girls scares the hell out of me. I'm sorry.
Courtney, tired of the run-around, wants to seal the deal on the alliance of six.
Courtney - I sooo want to talk to you.
James - I'm here, I'm here baby! What's up?
Courtney - You, me and Amanda need to make this deal I offered... so we can target the person who
isn't our partners. Then, next round, I'll use my reward... sit someone out from the challenge... and
we get rid of Todd.
James - Wow. You leave for a few hours and ya miss a lot.
Alright....since you probably have
guessed it already, my partner is Ryan. The dude is hardly ever on. That's why I was so worried he'd
get the boot, since he can be pretty much be considered an "inactive." I'll try to get into contact with
him. I really dunno what he has going on. But he should agree to this. Either way, I'm sticking by you
guys no matter what. Til the cows come home.
Courtney - Talk to Amanda herself... and she'll reveal her partner. I already know. I think she should
do the honor. I was guessing your partner was either Ryan or Osten. My partner is Lill. Keep it
between you, me, and Amanda, obviously.
James - Ryan should definitely get on in time to vote. I've left him a PM detailing the plan, but I'm still
waiting for him to read it. We should be ok for this vote as long as everyone remains true. Chicken
seems to want Andoa to succeed. Brianna I'm not so sure about. She hasn't really talked to me since
the merge.
Amanda - Hey baby, where have you been? I've missed you so much.
James - I've had a busy day darling.
Just got back in front of a comp. Anyway, Courtney's filled me
in on her alliance idea, and I'm very much for it. Still haven't confirmed with my partner yet, but it
shouldn't be too much of a problem.
Amanda - Alright. I'm glad I won the challenge because I'm so fucking scared right now. Nobody is
talking to me at all, and I'm being completely serious, I have no idea what is going on. I'm freaked
out.
James - Don't worry about a thing.

If this plan actually works, we should have at least half the votes

on our side. And hopefully...our Andoa people will remain loyal?
Amanda - I guess so. Chicken seems gung ho about keeping Andoa together, but I honestly have no clue
where Brianna's head is at.
James - Yeah Chicken is a solid dude. Unless...he's really trying to make us feel comfortable and has
something totally different going. Isn't Brianna's partner gone? We should be all she has...but I guess
the other side could have scooped her up.
Amanda - Christa has been trying to get in good with her. Ugh. I really don't trust Christa.
James - I second that. She said she "had my back." I think she was joking, but it was still cringeworthy.
Amanda - So who are we targeting? Osten or Ryan? (I know one of them is your partner, so...)

James - I told Courtney just now, and she told me hers, so I guess it's time we all let the cat out of the
bag. My partner's Ryan. The dude who's never on. I was very worried about him, but luckily Fairplay
quit. If I had to make a guess...I'd say your partner is Ti?
Amanda - You are correct! And this works out well, I really like Ryan (I talked to him for a bit), and
Tijuana said she really likes you!
Despite her newly formed alliance of three with Courtney and James, Amanda is feeling
paranoid with Christa heavily targeting her in the game.
Amanda - I'm getting such a weird vibe. I won immunity but like nobody is talking to me at all.
Lill - congrats! Sorry, I've been working hard on Christa to move her away from targetting alliance
members with her vote block...
Amanda - I know she's going to cancel my vote. I'm like positive.
Lill - She's spent the last 15 minutes supplicating to me about not telling me about Todd being her
partner. She seems horrified that I would be mad at her. Beats me what's true... It;s been a funny
read anyways.
Amanda - James and I are having a really hard time trusting her at all, and I know she's going to cancel
me, after this tribal, I want her out, seriously.
Lill - Then it's a done deal. Who is James' partner?
Amanda - it's Ryan.
Lill - Ryan owes me. I think we can get him to go any way we want. Christa promised me (groveling)
she'll vote for Todd next round. She's been full on Omaramu (whatever) needs to stick together
schtick since before the merge. She was full on "I'm sorry, I'm sorry, I'm sorry I didn;t tell you! I
promise I WILL vote for Todd out of loyalty to you...yadda yadda." Again, we'll see what we see.
Amanda - Yeah. Who has Omurano decided on targeting this round?
Lill - I was going to suggest Chicken, just for the sake of making her feel I was still on her side this
round.
Amanda - Oh interesting. I figured it would be Brianna. It looks like we're going after Andrew or Osten.
Out of the blue, Chicken starts scheming his way into the Andoa core alliance, little does
he know that there are much bigger plans going on.
Chicken - Wow, that was some shit at the IC, Things are getting serious. We need to move before the
vote. At least we know certain things. We can work on Todd and promise him a solid final 5. We
know Brianna doesn't have a partner. We can promise her final 5. We can work on the person who's
told me they want to flip on the other side and promise them that at least three of us won't vote for
them until final 4. Then it's anyone's game. We can also do the same for our partners. What ya think?
James - I think that's a great idea. No matter what, we have to be on the right side of this first vote.
Brianna hasn't really talked with me since the merge, so I hope things are still good between us. I'm
kinda worried about tomorrow bro. Have you heard anyone mention any names as potential targets?
Chicken - I think you're safe. Now that Amanda's got immunity, they'll probably target Courtney or me.
Brianna admitted she hasn't got a partner so she's vulnerable. I think she'll stick with us but we've got
to make her feel good.
With Todd coming into the game late, he doesn’t have much loyalty to Christa and runs to
Courtney for protection. Unfortunately for Todd, Courtney already has her ducks in a row.

Todd - Well Courtney, I have your back. I believe you know that already. I'll vote with you in a heart
beat. Christa doesn't influence me at all. Do you trust me?
Courtney - I trust you... haha... but you can't vote this round. Right now, our crew is down to four with
Christa's vote cancel thingy.
We need to get to 6.
Todd - I'll see what I can do. I think possibly our best option would be to target Ryan? Play the whole
"He's inactive" sorta thing? I could also play Christa as if I'm still working with her....
Having just made an alliance with Ryan’s partner, James, Courtney rats Todd out.
Courtney - Todd wants us to target Ryan... fuck him.
James That won't do. But I guess he has a point. Though...Todd's not very active himself. But hey
since he was a "replacement" maybe he's really not that tight with Christa?
Courtney - I don't think he has any loyality to our side. Christa took a vote cancel thingy... then he
gave up his right to vote for short term immunity.... putting our 'side' at a disadvantage. This has
gotten a tad messier than I wanted, but if us six remain true, we can run the table.
The game has reached dizzying heights of confusion. In a nutshell, Omurano vs. Andoa still
exists; however, there is a secret partners alliance between James, Amanda, Courtney, Lill,
Dave and Tijuana. The partners alliance plan to make it to the end, but in the mean time
they are trying to make it so that their tribe still has the advantage in the tribe war.
Omurano is targeting Chicken, and Andoa has yet to decide upon their target.
Amanda - Should we target Osten then, or Andrew maybe? Tijuana showed me a PM where Andrew said
that he didn't trust me.
Lil seriously screwed me with that rumor.
Courtney - I'd be up for Andrew... doesn't matter to me if it is Andrew or Osten.
Amanda - I think Chicken/Osten are partners, so he's probably going to want us to target Andrew.
Courtney - Then the target has to be Andrew.
Amanda - Fine with me. Are we voting separate from Ryan, Lil and Ti?
Courtney - We can afford to if the target isn't me or James.
Amanda - Lil mentioned that it would be Chicken, possibly. Personally, I'd rather see Andrew go...
Courtney - The deal has to be one from each side each round.
Amanda - What do you mean? I'm a tad lost.
Courtney - If Andrew went this round, then Todd. If Chicken went this round, then Christa. Its to make
sure each tribe doen't get a foothold and our partners abondon us.
Amanda - Understood, well, they have the majority this round if votes go completely along tribe lines.
Yet again, Chicken is out of the loop. He takes it upon himself to reassure Andrew of his
safety, unaware that his Andoa members have decided to target him for the next Tribal
Council.
Chicken - Hi there, Andrew. I hope you got a good laugh out of all the shenanigans. Makes me think
that it would've been a fun camp to be at in the flesh. Let me assure you that you're safe. Andoa
won't be targeting you.
Andrew - Yeah, we had some good times! Thanks Chicken, that's good to know. I was feeling a little
nervous.
Immediately after his conversation with Andrew, Courtney decides to fill Chicken in on
their plan to target Andrew.

Courtney - Andrew as our target? His partner seems to have been with PG. He'd be the easiest boot to
build and to convince people to adondon tribe loyality. We can't lose a player from our side, then
have Todd flip to Christa next round. We'd be fucked.
Chicken - Why do you think Andrew was PG's partner? Your hunch with Brianna was a bit off the mark,
heh. The problem with picking Andrew is that the bottom-feeders want to go for the leaders and
aren't comfortable with sacrificing one of their own. They're much less likely to buy it. BTW, we need
one person to flip (Amanda has the casting vote) or two people to vote for someone different.
Courtney - Well, who do you want to target Chicken? If votes go by tribal lines, we lose, Todd flips
next round... game over... pagonging started. This is crunch time. Amanda, James, and Bri are fine
with going after Andrew. I am too. It's my butt on the line here. Sorry if I feel a little pissed, but
choices need to be made.
Chicken - To me, it would make more sense to let the person flipping dictate their target to us. That
incentive would also make a good bargaining chip.
Chicken disagrees with Courtney runs back to James to seek some back-up.
Chicken - Courtney apaprently wants to target Andrew. The problem with picking Andrew is that the
bottom-feeders want to go for the leaders and aren't comfortable with sacrificing one of their own.
They're much less likely to buy it. I think it makes more sense if we let the person flipping pick their
own target. BTW, we need one person to flip (Amanda has the casting vote) or two people to vote for
someone different.
James - I agree. Say, if you're partner is game with joining us, I wouldn't mind letting them pick the
target. We just have to make sure we're all on the same page. If no one flips and we all vote with the
tribe, we're in trouble because Christa will more than likely cancel one of ours.
Chicken - Absolutely. As I told Courtney, whoever it is, had better come through or we're screwed. If
she's certain of her flipee, then fine. If she's not, we'd better keep working on others.
Tijuana comes back and is bombarded with private messages from her alliance members
leaving her overwhelmed.
Tijuana - My head is still spinning from the IC lol. I'm trying to take everything in. I knew though that
Todd and Christa were partners but I had no proof. Someone had mentioned voting for Todd and
pretty quickly Christa had tried to change it which put up red flags. I just can't believe how many
immune people we have, plus there's the vote cancel and plus two people can't vote.
James - Yeah talk about making your head spin. I've never really trusted Todd much and was wary of
Christa. She's a smart one. So have you been informed about the "alliance of six?"
It seems like a
very good idea right? I sure wanna see it succeed.
Tijuana - Yeah I've been informed. I definitely like the idea. Especially since I actually like you silly
Andoans :p. You know, what's cool is that Christa is probably going to cancel Amanda's vote but that
won't matter cause that'll still leave 5 of us to vote and well, only 9 votes are going to be counted
tomorrow.
James - It's perfect really. And Christa is really freaking out right now. She almost bit my head off for
sending her one little PM congratulating her.
Tijuana - lol. Yeah, her agreeing to let Todd take that temptation (if she did agree to it) was not a
smart move.
James - Todd doesn't particularly strike me as a smart player. Unlike the real thing. We should be fine
tomorrow, as long as we're all solid.

Tijuana - I think so. I'm pretty happy with this group. Everyone involved I've enjoyed talking to which I
think is key.
With Tijuana’s return, the target is put back on Christa despite having Immunity.
Tijuana - In the back of my mind I keep wondering if Christa has anything weird planned for this TC or
what. Right now she's acting like she's really sorry and upset for doing what she did. I mean, is she
really such a stupid player that she'd aggressively save her partner with no plan to back such a move
up? I actually think she might be since I think the decision she and Todd made last night was made
out of fear and emotion.
Courtney - As long as the target isn't me or James, we are fine. I'm down with the plan. I trust you and
Lill. Make sure you know where the votes are going on your 'side'. My side is voting Andrew.
Tijuana - supposedly we are voting for Chicken.
Courtney - Christa has no play but to grovel at this point. She has no vote and has been outed by Todd.
She's 'trapped' within your 'side'. Next round, you and Lill have to insist your side go after Todd. That
way Christa can't use his vote as a counter measure when you guys flip. Todd's move basically gave
them shortterm protection, but has undercut their games big time.
Amanda - Yeah. So you guys are voting Chicken and we're voting Andrew I think, but you guys will have
the majority.
Tijuana - did I mention that Christa claims that you scare her? She thinks that you're this mega
powerful person that can crush anyone in this game.
Amanda - Yeah, wahtever. I want that c*nt out.
Tijuana - I think we should go for her next round. That's what I said to Courtney.
Amanda - I think that was the plan. So Chicken, then Christa.
Tijuana - Courtney is worried that we (Lill and I) may try to pagong you guys. I don't plan on doing
that. Obviously I can't speak for Lill and honestly I'd like her gone sooner rather than later but I don't
want Courtney to feel less secure by having her partner voted out.
Amanda - Yeah. No worries, I'll reassure her as far as you are concerned.

Panoba, Day 9
Courtney - Hey girl.
Amanda - Hey bitch, what up?
Courtney - Not much.... just got on.... doesn't look like this place is really hopping right now. T told
me eariler the target will be Chicken. That's about it. Lill told me last night, Christa was in full
groveling mode. I just hope our partners hold up their end of the bargain and flip next round
Amanda - I think they will. Does your gut tell you can trust Lil?
Courtney - Yeah, I think so... she actually had no problem flipping this round, but understood T's
concerns about exposing the alliance too earily. I'm more concerned about Ryan. He's sooo inactive.
We need to make sure Bri votes with us next round. I don't trust Todd. of course, Lill plans to insist
the other 'side' go after Todd so he can't flip. Then we take out Christa, Andrew, or Osten next.
Amanda - Sounds fine with me. The thing is, wont Todd want to flip if he thinks were in the minority?
Courtney - The dynamics of the other 'side' is there's no where for Todd to flip. The others in Christa's
alliance don't want him to have a seat at their table. Christa was selling Todd out, offering him on a
plate next round to Lill. Christa/Todd is sort of like Lex/Brandon. Little does Christa know, if our
partners are true, we'll target a true member of her alliance.

Amanda - Hey babe.
James - Wassup baby? So the plan now seems to be we vote down tribal lines to conceal our alliance of
six this round. We vote for Andrew, and they vote for Chicken. Chicken's plan is to divert one of their
votes away from their intended target (him...but he doesn't know it yet) so that it becomes a 4-4 tie,
which you can break in our favor. Seems pretty complicated if you ask me.
Amanda - Yeah, well... if you ask me that's possible because I believe Osten is actually his partner. The
thing is, a tie isn't possible if we do a revote.
James - Will there be a re-vote? In that case, there's no way Osten or whoever will willingly give up his
partner. Hope it works.
Amanda - Yeah, I guess we'll see what happens. I'm out for a bit. Later, babe.
Ryan finally logs on after being with his Grandmother all day. He is shocked to find out
that James has revealed their partnership.
Christa - Thanks to my "Cancel Any Person's Vote" thing, we have the majority at tonight's vote...but
ONLY if we all vote the same way. So I'm just contacting you to say that tonight's vote is going to be
for Chicken just so we don't ruffle any feathers of people with partners still in the game. So vote
Chicken and we can guarantee Omurano's superiority, and then you and me can make the final 4 at
the very least.
Ryan - That sounds good, I like the plan of booting Chicken because he creeps me out
Christa - Yeah. Chicken is trying to save his own ass the same way Amanda is, since she won immunity.
Now that we HAVE a majority, there's no reason for anyone to jump ship and go from being at least
sixth in our alliance to at potentially seventh in their alliance.
Ryan - Right, exactly, and so I will be for sure voting Chicken. See, I'm thinking I'm not just around to
be your boytoy yaknow
Christa - Less talking, more Speedo-wearing and fanning.
Ryan - Errr... yes mistress?
Ryan - Stop telling people.
Lil, Christa, everyone know we're partners, you jerk! [only semisarcasm]
James – I only told like two people. The rest was others putting two and two together. But since pretty
much everyone knows, here's what's confirmed: Christa/Todd, Courtney/Lill, Amanda/Tijuana,
Brianna/Cindy, Chicken/Osten?, Dave/Fairplay???, Andrew/PG????
Ryan - I like the sound of this plan really, so Chicken goes first, and then we turn the tables on the
rest? I like it, but any chance I can know who Amanda and Courtney's partners are? I figured out that
neither is Christa, and while I hate to betray her I have to
James - Sorry dude...Christa is most def "on the other side." She definitely wants to cancel one of my
little posse's votes.
Ryan - Yeah, I had already figured that out Makes me sad though, we had a showmance going
James - You Christa have a romance going? :pukey :pukey. Your lusting of Brianna out in the open is
also highly creepy. Todd however, he's the guy for me. <3

Tribal Council, Night 9
Jeff Probst - Welcome everyone. First thing's first, Amanda, would you like to give up your Immunity?
Todd and Christa are immune and cannot be voted out, but neither can they vote. Christa, you must
now post aloud who's vote you'd like to nullify tonight.

Christa - My choice is to nullify one of the two available Andoans who didn't volunteer to sell out their
tribe: Courtney.
Courtney - I knew it
Sorry guys, I can't do anything...
Jeff Probst - Courtney, your vote tonight will not count. Amanda, giving up immunity?
Amanda - No, I would not.
Lill - oooooo nullify!
James - Am I the other?
I don't remember volunteering to sell out my tribe.
Jeff Probst - Alright guys, a hell of a lot to get to and not a whole lot of time. Todd, you decided to
take Immunity for you and your partner outting you and Christa as a pair. Do you think that this
decision will hinder your chances in this game? Lillian, if given the same opportunity, would you have
outed your partnership?
Lill - not this round...
Chicken - Oh, you'd reveal Amanda next round?
Lill - you never know!
Brianna - Whoa what the hell? I thought Lill was with Dave?
Brianna - I believe I outted my partnership and I got nothing.
Todd - I'm not exactly sure what it will do. I do know that I am safe tonight and I won't be voted out.
Next time I'm going to have to try and get immunity the good old fashioned way.
Jeff Probst - Courtney, did you expect your vote to be the one nullified? Does this impact your opinion
of Christa?
Courtney - I guessed it was coming. She made a wise choice, I'd say as I was set on voting one way
tonight.
Jeff Probst - Brianna, you claim to be partnered with Cindy, is having no partner an advantage or a
hindrance?
Brianna - It's both. It's an advantage because I may not be a target. But it's a disadvantage because I
have no one to trust. Someone may say something to me and mean another and I thought I could only
rely on my partner.
Judd - Guys, let's be frank. Even though the merge surprised you all, is it absurd to think this Panoba
tribe is still a division between old Omurano and old Andoa? Or you have you all truly come together
as a unit and begun playing a purely individual game?
Courtney - Someone has been going to Christa trying to sell out my tribe if Christa gave me the vote
canceller because I did not go to her doing that.
Jeff Probst - Chicken, how do you approach this new game situation? Strategically, does it help your
position as a player, or do you feel more vulnerable now than you did as a member of Andoa?
Chicken - I'd say it makes my position a lot worse because this new tribe appreciates my humor a lot
less.
Jeff Probst - Amanda, do you think winning the first Individual Immunity challenge has put a target on
your back as a strong competitor?
Amanda - Possibly, but I'm okay with that. I was under the impression that I needed immunity tonight
and I'm very glad that I have it.
Jeff Probst - Courtney, does it make you nervous when Christa says that players on your original Andoa
tribe are "selling out" their tribemates?
Courtney - Yes. I don't know who to trust and I feel very alone right now. I don't even have a vote
tonight.
Jeff Probst - Christa, has the mood been different around camp since you are... officially... the only
outed couple in the game so far.

Christa - Well last night, I was pretty upset in general, but I've been feeling much better now. And at
this point, given that pretty much everyone has revealed who their partners are, either by a slip of
the tongue or by outright selling them out, I don't feel that my partnership with Todd being a known
factor is that much of an issue.
Jeff Probst - Are you confident enough right now to list who you believe to be partners in this game?
Christa - I'm confident enough, but I know some people don't want to out themselves, so I'm not going
to do it for them. I'm not cruel.
Chicken - I think if you look up the dictionary under the word 'cruel' you'll find a photo of Christa!
Jeff Probst - Tijuana, does it concern you that Christa may know a majority or all the pairs in the
game? Do you feel threatened by that?
Tijuana - No. It just means she knows who to target
Todd - I think a lot of the people in this game are too wrapped up with dealing with their partners to
actually focus on the game itself. Partners are one aspect.
Chicken - Very astute, Todd. People forget that their partner is one person whereas alliances, by
definition, are more useful in the long run.
Judd - James, you haven't said much. How do you feel about your position in this tribe? Be honest; how
safe are you? And how deep do old tribal loyalties run? Christa has implied that members of Andoa
have sold out their old tribe mates. Does that concern you?
James - Well I haven't been asked anything.
James doesn't like to just blurt stuff out ya know.
That...and the lag. I don't think anyone who doesn't have immunity can feel 100% safe. It could be
any one of us. And yeah I'm scared it could be me. I'd like to think our tribe is tight, but what Christa
said does concern me a little. A bit late for me to do anything about it tonight though.
Jeff Probst - Andrew and Brianna, you guys mentioned being out of the loop... Do either of you feel
that you are on the outs in the new Panoba?
Brianna - To be honest, I do. I think it's me tonight. I have heard little to nothing from anyone all day
so I suppose it's me.
Judd - Anyone want to admit that they feel particularly vulnerable tonight? Obviously the game has
taken a turn with the early merge, but who here is willing to step up and say that they feel it could
be them going home tonight? Anyone have a case to plead?
Lill - I feel vulnerable tonight... I'm just sensitive that way...
Judd - Want to do anything about it? Or are you not quite feeling that vulnerable?
Lill - Guys, don't vote for me and me love you long time
Todd - Todd is going to puke.
Amanda - *votes for Lil*
Andrew - Oh me so horny...
Lill - Girls, don't vote for me and me love you longer time
Jeff Probst - Once the votes have been read the decision is final, the person voted off will be asked to
leave Temple Council immediately.
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